The HITRAN 2000 database of infrared line transitions has been used to calculate the dispersion coefficient of water vapor at room temperature in the atmospheric window up to 25 m, confirming an equivalent earlier compilation ͓Infrared Phys. 26, 371 ͑1986͔͒. I complement this line set by using an previously published ultraviolet pseudospectrum ͓J. Chem. Phys. 68, 1426 ͑1978͔͒ to improve coverage of the near infrared. The effect of admixtures of abundant nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide is predicted on the same calculational basis to synthesize the air representative of the mountain that hosts the Very Large Telescope Interferometer and is found to be small compared with the dominant role of water at wavelengths above 3 m.
The refractive index of humid air in the middle infrared is of interest to ground-based astronomy that exploits the atmospheric windows of the electromagnetic spectrum. Atmospheric refraction introduces pointing mismatches, 1 needs correction if sensors of the zero optical path difference are combined with interferometric instruments that work at other wavelengths and are located tens of meters apart 2, 3 as baselines become large, and effects adaptive optics 4 and models of turbulence. [5] [6] [7] Yet the applicable experimental results in the windows around 3.5, 4.8, and 10 m reduce to merely two measurements 8, 9 at wavelengths of ϭ 3.4 and 10.6 m and one 10 at 28 m that does not allow easy separation of water and dry air. The majority of associated data in the literature extends wavelength coverage by extrapolation of mid-IR or visible [11] [12] [13] spectra. Another tempting extrapolation of liquidwater data 14 -18 by Clausius-Mossotti-͑Lorentz-Lorenz-͒ type density scaling is challenged to account for the strong permanent dipole moment of the water molecules. 19 I present the calculated refractive index n of moist air for up to 20 m by accumulating oscillator strengths that stretch over the electromagnetic spectrum from the far ultraviolet to the far IR.
HITRAN Calculation
The cross sections and wave numbers of the HITRAN database 20 -24 of IR transitions, augmented by oscillator strengths in the ultraviolet spectrum, serve to calculate the dielectric function of gas mixtures, repeating earlier calculations, 25, 26 but staying away from Golovko's 26 modified Clausius-Mossotti scaling. The calculated complex-valued dielectric function ε is the response of a superposition of independent oscillators:
where N m are the molecule number densities, f ml are the oscillator strengths, 0ml ͑͞2͒ are the transition frequencies, ⌫ ml are the full linewidths at halfmaximum, e is the elementary charge unit, m is the electron rest mass, and ε 0 is the permittivity of the vacuum ͑SI units͒. The oscillator strengths are de-rived from the squared transition matrix elements R 2 of the database as
where ប is the reduced Planck constant and c is the velocity of light. The complex-valued refractive index is calculated as n ϭ ͌ ε at the wavelengths ϭ 2c͞ of interest. The natural density parameters in Eq. ͑1͒ are the number densities N m . To be economical, these will label the subsequent results, as one single number density represents an entire line in a pressure-temperature plot. At subsequent places in the text, where literature data or formulas come into play that do not necessarily adhere to models of independent linear superposition of the molecular dielectric responses, these number densities must be detailed as specific pairs of ͑partial͒ pressures and temperatures. Scientific standards demand that we also quote these pressures and temperatures to allow reproduction of all results. Two molecule species of the HITRAN database that dominate the near-IR dispersion are shown in Fig. 1 . Water was configured by the summing of l in Eq. ͑1͒ over 31,646 lines that populate the wavelength interval between 441 nm and 24.96 mm, and carbon dioxide was configured by 27,123 lines that populate the interval between 1.036 and 22.6 m. Figure 1 illustrates the importance of the anomalous dispersion due to carbon dioxide 27, 28 in the region 3.5-5 m ͑L and M band͒.
The density parameters are equivalent to the partial pressures at the site of the Very Large Telescope Interferometer 29 and could be scaled to other atmospheres by use of the ideal gas equation.
Pure Water Vapor
The drawback of the above model calculation is the neglect of the absorption spectrum at high excitation energies and of the photoionization continuum, which induces two artifacts in the calculated index of refraction: ͑i͒ removal of an almost constant, featureless background in the mid-IR and far IR and ͑ii͒ omission of the rise toward short wavelengths, which is replaced by a flat extrapolation through to n O3 30 1. The remedy chosen in Fig. 2 is to add the ten pseudooscillators of Table 1 by Margoliash and Meath, 30 all at nominal wavelengths below 178.1 nm. Figure 2 shows that the pseudo-oscillators lift n by approximately 9 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 ͑an amount that is proportional to the molecular density͒, which now matches the laboratory gas cell data measured by Matsumoto, 8, 9 and that strong dispersion is added if is shorter than approximately 1.5 m.
The dashed curve in Fig. 2 is the fitting Eq. ͑14͒ of Hill and Lawrence 25 for the same density of 2.9907 g͞m 3 and a temperature of 12°C, which might be too simplistic between 2 and 6 m for some applications. In comparison with the Hill and Lawrence procedure, in the procedure here we do not retrofit the experimental data of the visible spectrum to add a single pseudo-oscillator representative of this part of the spectrum, but rather we employ ten pseudooscillators that represent dipole oscillator strength distributions that are reproducible by ab initio calculations. 31 Also, we do not employ an empirical scaling factor of 1.045. . The isolated open squares near 3.4 and 10.6 m are Matsumoto's data 8, 9 scaled to the same molecular density; the dashed curve is the Hill-Lawrence fit. 25 In Section 4 I reveal why just digitizing the HillClifford-Lawrence line-shape graphs 33 is not an option to start our subsequent analysis of air, and an independent implementation is inevitable. Here the graphs are limited to Ͼ 5.7 m and they exclusively deal with pure water vapor. Figure 3 and 4 synthesize a moist air model at the vapor density as in Fig. 2 and at a nominal air pressure of 752.9 hPa ͑sum of the partial pressures of the dry components͒. Nominal means that 752.9 hPa was assumed to derive molecular densities based on world averages of volume percentages; the sum of all partial pressures of the eight molecule species that actually build our dry air model is 746.64 hPa. We use the HITRAN line list as a basis and we bolster this further by using the following less-resolved line sets:
Moist Air

A. Representative Atoms and Molecules
• N 2 , O 2 , H 2 O, and CH 4 : ten pseudospectral lines each as listed by Margoliash and Meath. 30 • CO 2 : the discrete and continuum transitions by Padial et al. 35 ͑their tables III-VIII and Fig. 8͒ .
• Ar: two transitions at ប 0ml ϭ 11.62 and 11.83 eV in Eggarter's 36 37 These add up to an oscillator strength sum of S͑0͒ Ϸ 13.3, which indicates that the four core electrons bound by 119 and 12 Hartree 36, 39 are not yet accounted for at 500 eV.
• Ne: five transitions between 743.7 and 618.7 Å from Table VIII by Hibbert et al., 40 plus 250 transitions between 21.6 and 250 eV taken from Table V by Chan et al. 41 Figure 3 in comparison with the upper left corner of Fig. 2 shows that the dispersion at wavelengths below 2.5 m is governed by the dry air components, not by water. The crosses in Fig. 3 represent the Ciddor fit 34 to wet air; the inputs are 12°C, 746.64-hPa dry air with 370-parts-per-million CO 2 , and 3.94-hPa water.
At ϭ 10 m, the calculated background refractivity of the dry components is approximately 1.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 smaller than the Ciddor formula 34 for 752.9 hPa, but only approximately 1.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 smaller than the Ciddor formula for 746.64 hPa. ͑A graphic of these featureless dry air data is omitted here. A preview on a similar flat horizontal in Fig. 5 illustrates that it would not add any information.͒ Recalling that the response of the oscillators in Eq. ͑1͒ is linear at all wavelengths, this comparison in the flat sidelobes far away from all resonances demonstrates rather complete sampling of the air constituents and gives confidence that the rise of n at short wavelengths in Fig. 3 is quantitatively correct. ͑The Ciddor formula summons experimental data up to 1.7 m. Stretching it here much beyond this wavelength indicates that I am not aware of any better suitable compilation to compare with; it does not mean that I claim validity beyond the original author's intent.͒
B. Negligible Gas Components
The estimated contribution of the following gases to the refractive index of standard air remains tiny in the wavelength region shown: ͑i͒ At most, n Ͻ 1.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 would be added if we introduce 2.69 ϫ 10 25 m
Ϫ3
He, estimated by density scaling of the Migneron and Levinger value 42 at ϭ 700 nm. ͑ii͒ n Ϸ 1.05 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 could be added through 5.7 ϫ 10 18 m Ϫ3 N 2 O, estimated on the basis of ten pseudo-oscillators. 30 ͑iii͒ The contribution of 1.9 ϫ 10 19 m Ϫ3 Kr is n Ϸ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 derived from the Chan et al. 37 spectra. ͑iv͒ The HITRAN transitions predict a change of up to Ϫ2 ϫ10 Ϫ11 for 7.6 ϫ 10 18 m Ϫ3 NH 3 , which becomes approximately ϩ1 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 if we add ten pseudooscillators. 30 
C. Bradley-Gebbie 28-m Datum
In Fig. 5 we calculate this synthetic air model with molecular densities that build up 833.3 hPa at 26°C and compare it with an interferometric measurement at a 28-m water maser line. 10 ͑The Ciddor 34 index of refraction is n Ϫ 1 ϭ 2.159 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 at 833.3 hPa of dry air at this temperature and wavelength.͒ I do not have a plausible explanation of why the calculated n Ϫ 1 is approximately 0.25 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 lower than the experimental value of ͑2.3 Ϯ 0.1͒ ϫ 10
Ϫ4
. Figure  5 demonstrates that even a 100% error in the assumed water content could at most lift the calculated values to the flat line of dry air, which still remains 6% below the experiment. If we even start from liquid water measured 43 Ϫ6 ͑scaling with the more-accurate ClausiusMossotti relation leaves twice as much͒, which is still too small to bridge the gap between the dry air calculation and the measured point in Fig. 5 . However, the refractivity of pure N 2 provided by Bradley and Gebbie 10 ͑2.26 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ͒ in their Fig. 1 fits rather well with our calculated 2.31 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 of pure N 2 at 833.3 hPa.
Summary
A full calculation of water-vapor dispersion based on the HITRAN line set suffers a priori from incomplete assessment of atomic and molecular line transitionsincluding transitions into the continuum-at visible and UV wavelengths, which limits its validity to approximately Ͼ 2.5 m. Employing other sets of ͑coarse-grained͒ dipole oscillator strength distributions found in the literature extends the validity into the near IR. In conclusion, the first fit-free calculation of the refractivity of moist air at all nonprecipitable water-vapor concentrations in the entire IR at variable temperature, pressure, and composition has been demonstrated. Fitting parameters to adjust the calculation to a background dielectric constant are absent, and assumptions are not made ͑or even necessary͒ of how the results grown out of IR line data interpolate to spectra in the visible.
Verification of these calculated mid-IR refractivities is most of all limited by the unexpectedly sketchy coverage by hands-on experiments. A prime cause of this is the widely destructive ͑costly͒ influence of water on lens and beam-splitter materials of IR optics. 44 A discrepancy to a published experimental value 10 at 28 m remains. Table I of Bradley and Gebbie. 10 Solid curve, calculated humid air at a total pressure of 833.3 hPa ͑821.0-hPa dry air components plus 12.3 hPa or 2.97 ϫ 10 23 m Ϫ3 water͒. Dashed curve, calculated 821.4-hPa dry air plus 11.9-hPa water, which is a 3.3% change in water content relative to the solid curve chosen to visualize the 3.3% error estimate in Table I 
